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Abstract— Industrial engineering is a branch of engineering 

which deals with the optimization of complex processes or 

systems. It is concerned with the development, improvement, 

implementation and evaluation of integrated systems of 

people, money, knowledge, information, equipment, energy, 

materials, analysis and synthesis, as well as the mathematical, 

physical and social sciences together with the principles and 

methods of engineering design to specify, predict, and 

evaluate the results to be obtained from such systems or 

processes. While industrial engineering is a traditional and 

longstanding engineering discipline subject to (and eligible 

for) professional engineering licensure in most jurisdictions, 

its underlying concepts overlap considerably with certain 

business-oriented disciplines such as operations 

management. Depending on the subspecialties involved, 

industrial engineering may also be known as, or overlap with, 

operations management, management science, operations 

research, systems engineering, management engineering, 

manufacturing engineering, ergonomics or human factors 

engineering, safety engineering, or others, depending on the 

viewpoint or motives of the user. For example, in health care, 

the engineers known as health management engineers[not 

verified in body] or health systems engineers are, in essence, 

industrial engineers by another name. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

What is industrial engineering? 

Industrial engineering (IE) is about choices. Other 

engineering disciplines apply skills to very specific areas. IE 

gives you the opportunity to work in a variety of businesses. 

The most distinctive aspect of industrial engineering is the 

flexibility that it offers. Whether it’s shortening a 

rollercoaster line, streamlining an operating room, 

distributing products worldwide, or manufacturing superior 

automobiles, all share the common goal of saving money and 

increasing efficiencies. As companies adopt management 

philosophies of continuous productivity and quality 

improvement to survive in the increasingly competitive world 

market, the need for industrial engineers is growing. Why? 

Industrial engineers are the only engineering professionals 

trained as productivity and quality improvement specialists. 

The objective of this project is to find put less effective 

method to find out runout of part for which inner diameter 

with respect to outer diameter is required.  

II. RELATED WORK 

It required some industrial productivity improvement method 

to increase productivity and quality of product. Our aim is to 

design a model in such a way that  it increase the productivity 

as well as maintain the quality of product. Satish Kumar[1] 

that the concept of Six-Sigma has dominated the management 

scene for some decades. Six-Sigma is a rigorous, disciplined, 

data-driven methodology that was developed to enhance 

product quality and company profitability by improving 

manufacturing and business processes. Many organizations 

all over the world have tried to use Six-Sigma DMAIC 

(Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) approach 

and its tools to get optimized organizational achievements. 

The present work is an attempt to study the impact of Six 

Sigma DMAIC approach in manufacturing industries of 

Ludhiana. This study is to explore the level of usage and level 

of difficulty of different tools of DMAIC approach. Varsha 

M. Magar, Dr. Vilas B. Shinde[2] explains a review of 

systematic use of 7 QC tools is presented. The main aim of 

this paper is to provide an easy introduction of 7 QC tools and 

to improve the quality level of manufacturing processes by 

applying it. QC tools are the means for Collecting data , 

analyzing data , identifying root causes and measuring the 

results. these tools are related to numerical data processing 

.All of these tools together can provide great process tracking 

and analysis that can be very helpful for quality 

improvements. These tools make quality improvements 

easier to see, implement and track. The work shows 

continuous use of these tools upgrades the personnel 

characteristics of the people involved. It enhances their ability 

to think generate ideas, solve problem and do proper 

planning. H.A. Salaam, S. B. How, M. F. Faisae [3] explains 

Minimizing the number of defects is important to any 

company since it influence their outputs and profits. The aim 

of this paper is to study the implementation of industrial 

engineering tools in a manufacturing recycle paper box 

company. This study starts with reading the standard 

operation procedures and analyzing the process flow to get 

the whole idea on how to manufacture paper box. At the same 

time, observations at the production line were made to 

identify problem occurs in the production line. Salman T. Al-

Mishari, S. M. A. Suliman [4] explainsThe Six-Sigma 

DMAIC process was applied to improve the reliability on a 

group of water disposal pumps at a number of oil facilities. 

The anticipated cost avoidance in terms of production losses 

and maintenance costs was simulated to be about half the 

current costs. After the completion of the project, a number 

of what-if scenarios were conducted to assess the importance 

of each step in the DMAIC process. Examples of such 

scenarios are “what if the problem was not well Defined, 

Measured, Analyzed, Improved, or Controlled?” This paper 

presents the results of the simulated scenarios in terms of 

monetary figures. The purpose is to illustrate the significance 

of each step in the DMAIC process 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

To analyze the study, design and analysis of run-out 

measuring machine 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this study we are going to analyze the method of run-out 

measuring instruments and improvement in such kind of 

instrument which gives high productivity and good quality 

work. we are going to design a run out measuring machine in 

such a way that it gives the run-out of part and quality of inner 

diameter gauging. In current instrument of run out machine 

horizontal set up with V-block and shaft, but in that case it is 

a lengthy process i.e. time consumable process also such 

process check only run-out. we are designing a machine in 

such way it not only calculate run-out but also gives us inner 

diameter in gauge format also the this machine mounting 

vertical did not required V-block. our set up requires taper 

roller bearing, base to hold bearing, upper plate, gauge for 

I.D. measurements. If such product is design perfectly such 

machine give run-out as well as I.D. gauging  i.e. this will 

help us to reduced time for checking and helps to improved 

productivity. 

 The solution of industrial process design can be 

implemented in a few conceptual designs. It is easy to design 

early stage of model in the CAD modeling design was 

performed by using CATIA P3 V5. 

V. CATIA MODELING 

 
Fig. 1 CAD Model of Base of machine 

 In above model is a base of machine, having an 

arrangement of holding a bearing of ID 17mm. 

 
Fig. 2 CAD Model of Upper Part of machine 

 Above part is a upper portion of machine having an 

holding arrangement of bearing cap. 

VI. MATERIAL USED IN MODEL 

As our model is very light in weight but due to continuous 

rubbing between material to be inspected and model we need 

to hard material. so we choose WPS, D2, Hard die steel. we 

are interested to take wps material because it having a 

hardness of 60 to 62 HRC after heat treatment. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this survey paper there are several  types of run-out 

measuring machine are available in market. But for small 

scale industries these machines are not ideal. To overcome 

this problem research has been conducted to find a solution 

on how to design run-out measuring machine satisfy the need 

of low cost small size, less skill requirement and which is fit 

for future needs also it helps to improved productivity without 

change in quality of product. 
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